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QUESTION 1

What is the usual way to gain command line access to computing instances in an IaaS cloud? 

A. By providing a public SSH key to the cloud management system and using the matching private SSH key to log into
the instances. 

B. Usually computing instances are accessed through a web frontend and do not allow command line access. 

C. By either telnet or SSH using the credentials of the cloud management system account with administrative
privileges. 

D. By using a telnet session with the credentials set and publicized by the creator of the computing instance\\'s system
image. 

E. By using a VNC console which does not require authentication when it is invoked via the cloud management system. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following can be used as a low level device for DRBD? (Choose TWO correct answers.) 

A. A LVM logical volume 

B. A physical hard disk 

C. A rewritable CD 

D. A virtual tape library 

E. A tape streamer 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following statements are true regarding emulation? (Choose TWO correct answers.) 

A. Emulation can only provide distinct hardware components but no complete virtual machines. 

B. Emulation requires changes to the guest operating system. 

C. Emulation reimplements a whole computing system in software. 

D. Emulation allows operating systems to be run on foreign architectures. 

E. Emulation is one of the most resource efficient virtualization techniques. 

Correct Answer: CD 
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QUESTION 4

In case one service in a Pacemaker cluster depends on another service running on the same node, which score should
be assigned to the constraint describing that dependency? 

A. -1 

B. 0 

C. 1 

D. FORCE 

E. INFINITY 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following statements are true regarding OCFS2? (Choose TWO correct answers.) 

A. OCFS2 is an integral part of Pacemaker and relies on Pacemaker services for functionality. 

B. To avoid the need for shared storage, OCFS2 can replicate the content of its filesystems via the network. 

C. When using OCFS2 with additional cluster software, OCFS2 must be integrated into the overall cluster manager to
ensure consistent cluster behaviour. 

D. OCFS2 can be used without any additional software as it contains its own cluster manager, O2CB. 

E. In addition to filesystems, OCFS2 can handle other cluster services such as IP addresses and server daemons. 

Correct Answer: CD 
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